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Zhu Xi's Philosophy is regarded as the symbol of the Oriental culture，
Zhu Xi is one of the leading thinkers in the ancient Chinese ,the scientific 
thought is also important part in Zhu Xi's extensive and profound 
ideological system. The scientific thought of Zhu Xi included astronomy, 
geography, agriculture, biology, medicine, as well as a variety of technical 
and scientific thinking methods. 
Astronomy. It emphasis on Zhu Xi's cosmology, including its structure 
theory of the universe, the universe evolution, celestial circulate and so on. 
Then introduce the observation of the solar eclipse and lunar eclipse 
astronomical phenomena, and the instrument manufacturing for 
astronomical observation and so on. 
Geography. Through on-the-spot investigation, He corrected the 
mistakes in “yu gong”, To clarify land – sea variation. Zhu Xi used “Yin 
and Yang” to explain everything ,such as the change of day and night ， the 
cycle of the seasons, and put forward some scientific explanations on  
Meteorological phenomena . 
Agronomy. He written “quan nong wen ” , introduction some 
agricultural scientific thought ,such as tax relief, protect the cattle , 
reasonable fertilization, timely planting ,pest control, building water 
conservancy, cultivation of crops should according to local conditions and 
so on . It has certain guiding and promoting role on the local agricultural 
production, All of those infelcted that he attached great importance to 
agriculture.  
Biology. Zhu Xi think  biological  originated in the “Yin and 
Yang ”two gas, Wealth or rank， the lifespan, weal and woe, all depdent on 















plants. But all the things originated from the same place , Zhu Xi  
consider  the world of all things, all for a reason, the ghosts and gods is 
no exception, but gas. 
Medically. Zhu Xi associate with the acknowledgement, Zhu Xi read 
lot of books and get a lot of traditional medicine knowledge. Zhu Xi payed 
attention to mental health, and he put forward a lot of ways about keeping 
in good health . 
Zhu Xi payed attention to the scientific research methods, pay 
attention to pragmatic , opposed to mysticism. Zhu Xi’s scientific thought 
occupied an important place in the song dynasty and the new Confucian 
tradition, it also had a profound influence on the later generations . His 
thought’s has scientific cultural factors . It is of great practical significance 
and modern value. 
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